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"We, the Freshman class, are marching, onward to our goal, " and now that we have attained that
goal, our thoughts swing back to the many memories of Freshman year which the song invokes.
First, those enthusiastic letters in the late summer from our future Junior sisters, telling us of the
wonderful times ahead of us at C. C. Then the busy rush of consulting college shop advisorsand
trying to wheedle just one more sweater out of our now weary mothers. Those hectic momentsof
trying to decipher and digest the awe-inspiring contents of the "C", and wondering how we could
possibly condense all our glorious schemes into the ten nights allowed us away from college!
Finally, the last inch of space crammed full, our trunks were speeding New Londonward. Excited
good-byes, last minute flowers, then tearful grandmothers

and beaming but exhausted parents soon

were left behind and we were at last on the train.
Slightly surprised at finding a sunny New London after what we had l:::eenprepared for, we were
shoved into an already over-crowded

taxi and soon caught our first glimpse of our "Alma Mater

by the sea". Dormitories were somehow miraculously

found, and under the protective care of

friendly House Juniors we were ushered into our empty little rooms which soon became so dear to us.
Then five frantic days of furnishing

rooms, keeping appointments,

buying food, exploring the

campus, and listening to the ever-familiar query of "Do you know ...

?" The hasty concoction of

house skits for the Freshman entertainment,
drama, "The Lighthouse Keeper's Daughter";

which was won by Schaeffer House with their meloPresident

Blunt's welcoming gatherings and those

given by our advisors; the never~to~be~forgotten Coast Guard dance; the grand climax of a boat ride,
enthralling in spite of the cold dampness of the New London harbor.
Next, that helpless feeling the day the other classes returned in unfamiliar hordes, and we were
once again reduced to that "pea green Freshman"

feeling.

Virginia Chope, President

of rlu senior class

The commencement of our first college classes,

lessly for the famed Christmas pageant. Then the

and we made the resolution that now we were

always-to-be-remembered thrill of that last nightat

really going to blaze a trail for ourselves at Con-

school, climaxed by our caroling at midnight and

necticut. Our newly-formed routine was inter-

the cocoa, and "Night Before Christmas" skit in

rupted by the announcement of Sophomore initia-

1937 Dorm.
Desperate

tion and Black List, and then the dreaded day

last-minute

completion of papers,

arrived when we issued forth in gym suits, black

later a sleepy-eyed little group greeted the shivering

garterless stockings, partially made-up faces, funny

five o'clock Sophomore carolers. Vacation at last!

paper hula skirts, and paper bag hats perched on

Away we went, wondering if the weight we had

top of half-curled heads. Somehow, despite our

put on really showed as much as it did on the

quaking knees, we struggled through initiation

scales!
Christmas vacation, a wonc'erful three weeksof

period and appeared in the gym, breathless with
fear, to await the solemn reading of the Black List.

telling people what a heavenly place Connecticut

The Sophomores appeared, dead silence reigned,

was, and then back we went, with Mid-Years

and with qualms in our hearts and butterflies in our

darkening the skies above us. Those last few days

stomachs, we watched our helpless classmates

of petrified fear, cramming, cigarettes and cokes,

flounder foolishly around, to the huge enjoyment

and then the fatal exams, which we discovered

of all the Sophomores present.

could be lived through after all, without too dire

A more pleasant diversion came in the form of

results. The skies lightened and days were full of

the Junior Style Show and Service League recep-

excited planning for Mid-Winter Formal, our first
big college dance I

tion for the Freshmen, when we hearkened unto
the fashion advice of the worldly-wise Juniors and

Our

gratefully sipped punch.

ever-busy

schedule

showed

basketball

games to be the next approaching event and we

The Seniors joined with the Sophomores in en-

whipped up a few appropriate songs and cheersto

tertaining us at a rollicking picnic in the Hemlocks,

spur our classmates on to victory.

and after all this social activity, we settled down to
study for mid-semesters and the "C" quiz: those
two events which loomed so ominously on our
horizon. Then our first Thanksgiving

vacation,

spent either at home or with newly-acquired college friends. Back to school again for the few weeks
'til Christmas, and the exciting election of class
officers: President,

Sue Shaw;

Vice-President,

Barbara Twomey; Secretary, Lee Harrison; Treasurer, Betty Brick; Chairman of Entertainment
Betty Schmidt; Athletic Association Representa:
tive, Dorothy Cushing; Song Leader, Helen Jones;
; Class Historian, Ann Rubinstein.
Almost before we knew it, December was upon
us, and after we had peeked in Knowlton windows
at a few of our fortunate friends drifting around as
Soph Hop waitresses, we excitedly began to make
arrangements for Christmas, and waited breath54
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Mayday,

heyday, but no playday

costumes, and stretching

We pulled through Competitive Plays, our courage undaunted by defeat, with the resolution

out on the living-room

floor, we lost ourselves in reveries as the vic played

to

comeout on top the next year. The crowning event

"Once in a While," "If It's the Last Thing I Do,"

of that spring came less than a week before vaca-

and that unsurpassed combination of Hal Kemp
and Skinny Ennis in "Lamplight," "Remember

tion, when we learned at early breakfast

that a

Me," and "A Foggy Day in London Town."

play day had been declared. Off to the beach with

Then the misty chill of Fathers' Day, our class

sunglassesand olive oil to see who could acquire
the worst burn in the shortest time. On the heels of

playing Indians in scanty costumes and maintaining

this camespring vacation, which was over only too

a brave smile for the benefit of the audience.
We soon abandoned Maxine Sullivan's "Mo-

soon, and we came back to the final stretch

of

ments Like This," and Benny Goodman's "I Let a

Freshmanyear.
Almost immediately we were rushed into plans

Son~ Go Out of My

for Freshman Pageant, with an occasional night off

and the strenuous

to go dancing at lazy's, our favorite night spot, to
the strains of "It's Wonderful,"

"Martha,"

and

hausted, removing our Hiawatha

for Competitive

were ushered into second place at the Sing, and felt
that all our practice and loyalty at Moonlight Sings
had really pulled us through at last! With joyful

were climaxed by the picnic in Bolleswood on the
Coming

rehearsing

Sing. "With a love (left foot) increasing ever," we

"Thanks for the Memory."
Long,weary pageant rehearsals in Indian costume
night of the dress rehearsal.

Heart," for our own "Con-

necticut, your ivied walls are calling now to me,"

hearts, we threw peanuts at the stars of the melo-

back ex'

drama and then were off to the impressive last

and Minnehaha
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typifies our first year of really feeling a part of
Connecticut;

a year which

was, perhaps, Our

gayest and most carefree.
We arrived back with our debonair, know-it-all
attitude,

but our anticipated joy of lording it over

the Class of '42 was temporarily eclipsed by the unanticipated

hurricane, and we, postponed watching

bewildered Freshman faces for the more spectacular
view from our Quad windows, where we witnessed
the crashing smokestack, flying slate, and falling
trees. That night the braver few of us ventured
forth to explore the wreckage, and the rest of us
of Nero, minus Ed-

became modern counterparts

dIes, as we watched New London burn.
Several memorable days followed, in which we
diligently

studied

by candlelight,

drank our ra-

tioned portions of water, and learned a little more
of life as it was in the horse and buggy days. In the
absence of electricity,

portable vies were our main

source of amusement, and long hours were spent
listening

to such current

Partners,"
Without

"My

favorites as "Change

Reverie,"

and "1 Get Along

You Very Well."

Gradually,

life became normal again, and we

found ourselves really settled in the Quad, enjoying
the novelty of stepping out on our own little balPla)'lime on he rrhllme~
September
"Fr2shman, pull tip your stoc~ing~"

i11

conies, smoking in our rooms, and being as centrally

the rain

located as we would ever be.
Our class affairs this year were under the capable

Moonlight Sing of the year, where we watched

management

with wide-eyed reverence the taking over of the

President,

wall and lighted candles by the Juniors.

of: President,
Nancy

Hickey; Treasurer,

Back to the more practical occupation of room

Entertainment,

Janet Fletcher; Vice-

Marvin;

Secretary,

Barbara

Donna Jean Ed; Chairman of

Marian Turner;

Athletic Associa-

drawing, and we were once more in the midst of

tion Representative,

Finals. Between packing, suntanning, and carrying

Helen Jones; Cheer Leader, Eileen Barry; Class

loads over to the Quad, we managed to take a few

Historian, Ann Rubinstein.

minutes out here and there to thumb through a few

Katherine Ord; Song Leader,

It was now our maliciously delightful privilege

pertinent notes for the impending exams. Then our

to assume the aggressive role in the matter of Fresh

last exam, hurried good-byes, and we were off for a

man Initiation,

glorious summer, our Freshman year but a happy
memory [

to our great gladness and the Fresh-

men's great sadness. Even after the fatal Black List
had been read, the Freshmen were not to be left in

"So the purple and the gold, stand united here,"

peace, for the time soon came when they found

the song adopted by our class Sophomore year,

themselves at the mercy of our whole class in the
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"C" quiz. But they found, as we had before them,

ling for a slightly pre-seasonal Christmas present in

that pain and pleasure can often be miraculously

the form of a new evening gown! Soph Hop, in all

combined.

its traditional glory, arrived at last, and we were

The next red-letter occasion on our busy calendar

swept off in the dizzy whirl of receiving dates,

was Thanksgiving vacation, and we spent four

decorating Knowlton, braving last minute mishaps,

hectic, happy days eating turkey legs, establishing

and rushing off to dinner parties at Norwich.

minimumsleep records, and meeting "under the

Events soared to their peak with the strains of

clock. "

Bunny Berrigan's

theme song, "1 Can't

Get

Then back to the crowning social event of our

Started with You," and all too soon, the long-

Sophomoreyear, that memorable date of December

anticipated night joined the procession of crossed-

tenth! Frantic days of sending telegrams, receiving

off calendar days.

"specials," filling out dance programs, and wang-

But plans for the approaching Christmas Pageant

All play and no wor~ ? ? ?

And then the winds came

Good-night, sleep tight
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left us no time for that Monday morning feeling,
and already we were making sturdy resolutions to
be the lustiest five o'clock carolers in the history of
Connecticut. The pageant made an even deeper
impression on us this year as we watched our
Senior sisters assume the main roles. Last minute

Sophomore class to discover the mascot. Our telegram to the Juniors that night was less fact than
fiction, and we watched our visions of a flagpole
crumble into a stone inscription for the entranceto
Fanning.

packing and Christmas parties in the dorm left

With Mascot Hunt a thing of the past, we set

those whose alarms were set for 4:30 A. M. little

ourselves to the task of redeeming ourselvesin

time for sleep, and after our last carols in front of

Competitive Plays, but again, we were forcedto

President Blunt's house, we trooped gratefully

postpone our aims of winning first place.

and wearily into the inviting warmth and aroma
of coffee in Thames. A seemingly endless wait,
then it was eleven o'clock and we were clutching
suitcases, piling into taxis, and bumping gaily down
to the station, at last really under way, with plans
for a glorious vacation already being realized!
We approached

the Mid-Years of '39 with a

little more confidence and "savoir faire," and after a
brief respite between semesters of sleeping and
purely non-intellectual activities, we came back to
the tantalizing problem of Mascot Hunt. From the

I

bulb), we entertained bigh hopes of being the first

first offici~1clue dropped at basket~all games to the
last frenzied afternoon of searching Fanning exhaustively (except for a certain third-floor light

Work seemed to pile up endlessly before spring

p

cup went to the Freshmen, and we consoled

OUf-

selves by singing on our balconies late that night
after the

final Moonlight

Sing and melodrama.

We closed by taking a solemn vow that next year
nothing would stand between us and the cup.
Little remained of our Sophomore year but exams,
packing for the upperc1ass dorms, and taking occasional hours out to suntan on our balconies and
listen to our favorite

records,

Purple," "Heaven Can Wait,"
Spring comes and so do Italian sandwiches

such as "Deep

"The Masquerade

Is Over," and "I"m in Love with the Honorable
Mr. So and So." And so our second year at C. C.

vacation, but some of us goaded on by the prospect

drew to a close and left us with happy expectations

of long, lazy afternoons in the Bermuda sun and the

of the summer vacation and our return to school as

rest of us by equally long, lazy mornings of sleep at

upperclassmen.

home, managed to survive even the most trying

"Oh, we are the Juniors of C. C.," and our first

source themes and quizzes. In spite of the dragging

concrete realization of this fact came late in August

days, spring vacation arrived at last and once more

when we were informed of our Freshman sisters.

we scattered to all parts of the globe for ten happy

Our enthusiastic

days of diversion and relaxation. Then it was back

letters to them heightened our

own desires to return and see everyone once more.

to school again for the final weeks of our Sopho-

Those of us who were House Juniors returned

more year, and already plans for Junior year were

early for Freshman Week to play the role of ad-

getting under wa y.

visors to our new sister class, and by the time the

May Day morning a few of our nobler repre~

rest of our class returned, we already knew many

sentatives were up to greet the sun and distribute
May Day baskets at the door of every Senior, and

"What'cha

to listen to the Senior Serenade on the wall by
New London Hall. Back to the Quad to arouse our
sleepy-eyedclassmates, and then off to Thames for
the traditional breakfast of strawberries

and cream.

Next came the excitement of room drawing and
the resulting choice of Jane Addams or Windham
as the Junior dorms for the coming year.
Once again we started

our after-dinner

re-

hearsals of "left foot on love," and when the big
day of Competitive Sing finally arrived, our greatest
hopeswere realized for a few short seconds when it
seemedas if victory were really ours, though the
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loo~in' for?"

a;

of the Freshmen. Our already settled rooms be-

such suave numbers as strapless evening gowns

came the scene of many first-night get-togethers

and Dr. Denton's.
After

and we were up 'til the early hours hearing interest-

this round of social activity, we settled

ing anecdotes of Freshman Week and exciting

down for a busy and successful year under the able

events of the past summer.

guidance

of: President,

President,

Gene Mercer; Secretary, Priscilla Dux-

Many of us hardly recognized the campus with
all its new additions, Palmer Auditorium,

I Harkness

bury;

Bill Hall,

Treasurer,

tertainment,

Chapel, Emily Abbey, and the faculty

Betty Brick; Chairman of En-

Marian Turner; Athletic Association

Representative,

\ apartment. After the first busy days of exploring

Barbara Hickey; Vice-

Cheer

Jessie Ashley; Song Leader, Helen

these, we settled down to plans for the Junior

Jones;

Style Show and Service League reception for our

Strong; Class Historian,

Leaders, Eileen Barry and Mary
Virginia Chope.

Freshman sisters, and we initiated our sister class

The climax to our fall frivolity came in the

to the mysteries of a Junior's wardrobe, including

form of a unique and unforgettable faculty-student

What a wee~'ef1d!

Hallowe'en

party

under the auspices of Service

League. We spent the evening watching faculty
members lose their dignity in potato races and tugs
of war, and returned

home positively

saturated

with cider and doughnuts.
Then the confusing Thanksgiving-Franksgiving
phenomenon confronted us and some of us doubled
up on turkey

dinners

while others of us were

forced to postpone that pleasure until Christmas
time.
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Back to school for the-traditional

excitement and

busy plans preceding Christmas vacation. The outstanding event this year was the presentation

of

the pageant in the new auditorium;a pageant which
seemed more beautiful than ever in this new setting. We welcomed the new luxury of lying in
warm beds listening to the carols of the underclassmenand once again we were plunged into the
busy excitement of leaving for our well-earned
vacations.
Give a gal enough chain

Beforewe realized it, the days had flown by and
we were back in New London, looking forward to

the first important event of 1940, the consecration

to be even more exciting than usual because of the

of Harkness Chapel. The ceremony

unanticipated

was an un-

stealing of our banner by the sly

pressive one, and with it, we realized even more

Sophomores. Even our own class was baffled as to

fully than we had before what a vital addition

the identity

it

of the mascot committee, supervised

with skill and innocence by Carol Chappell, but it

was to the college.
Mid-Years were again upon us, and after them,

all came out in the wash the snowy night of Junior

a short week-end of recovery and we were back

Banquet in March, when the much-feared telegram

with renewed energy with which to face the second

proved not so fatal after all. We unveiled a speaker's stand instead of the expected religious book for

half of our Junior year.
Inter-class basketball games marked the begin-

the chapel. We applauded the clever speeches of our

ning of the traditional Mascot Hunt, which proved

faculty advisors and returned home to write thank
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of Junior Prom, which promised to be a mostunique
week-end, under the Gay Nineties' influence.Last
minute arrangements were postponed until after
vacation, and we spent much of our time at home
ransacking old trunks in the attic for clothes and
other typical relics of that dashing era! Not much
time remained between our return to schooland the
prom, but we found time to arrange for curly mustaches, the boomps-a-daisy, yellow tulips, and a red,
red rose! OUf whole trend of thought was under the
Nineties' influence, and" there were tin-es when we
seriously began to wonder if perhaps we were not
actually living in that era!
As fate would have it, the week-end of April
nineteenth and twentieth was one of the rainiestin
the history of New London, but our spirits, unlike
our hair, refused to be dampened and dancing our
feet off to the old tunes of "A Bicycle BUIltfor
Two." "The Sidewalks of New York," and "In the
Good Old Summertime," we unanimously agreed
that the week-end was one of the best ever.
We waxed Irish for Competitive Flays this year
in our presentation

of John Millington Synge's

"Riders to the Sea," under the expert direction of

Going, going, gone

Elizabeth Morgan, and we felt very elated when we
won second place.

you notes to our Freshman sisters for the lovely
corsages they had sent us in honor of the occasion.

Then more rehearsals, this time with Competi-

Our thoughts even this early turned to perfect-

tive Sing as our object, and in spite of the last min'

intour singing ability, for we had not forgotten our

ute upset in the weather and the necessary change

re elution of Sophomore year, and we acquired a

of scene from the Library steps to the Auditorium,

ne

our highest hopes were realized when we proudly

and more purposeful interest in Moonlight

Sings. Class songs did not occupy all our time, how-

watched Helen Jones receive the silver cup from

ever, for we still found occasion to relax to the

Dr. Erb. We crowded into the gym next to watch

strains of "Indian Summer," "Blue Orchids," "Sun-

the melodrama, the barber shop singers, and the

rise Serenade," and "My Last Good-bye."

presentation of Iphegenia to our class through a

Not many more weeks until spring vacation, but

blur of joy and triumph, but we were forced to

meanwhile there was the enjoyable exciting problem

postpone the ceremony of receiving our candles
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until more favorable weather

later in the week.

The impressive occasion came, however, and as
we held out our hands to receive the candles from
the Seniors and then ascended to take their places
on the stone steps, the first sensation of the fact
that we were nearly Seniors swept over us.
This year many of us had an active part in Commencementactivities, and the nervous tension of
Finals was relieved by the physical exertion
Laurel Chain rehearsals in the Arboretum,

of

with

occasionalbrief moments of diversion while we
listened to "Young Uns of the Martins

and the

Coys," "She Had to Go and Lose It at the Astor,"
"Oh, Johnnie,"and the more sentimental

"You're

Sailingat Midnight."
Then the final excitement

of Commencement

week-end,with our first wonderful experience of
SeniorProm, in all its Hawaiian glory and atmosphere;the thrill of Class Day, sunny and warm, in
the Arboretum; the sadness of watching the Seniors
in their last sing on the Library steps; the busy
gaietyand activity of the President's garden party
in front of Jane Addams; and finally, the impressive
At last we get a flagpole and it isn't

Putting her foot in it

graduationceremony in the Auditorium on Sunday

Bac\ for lunch

evenmg.
The joy of being able to leave things in our own

year-book pictures, and we hoped she would do as

roomsover the summer, hurried good-byes, and we

well by us as she had done with some of our friends.

wereoffat last, our Junior year behind us, and the

Immediately following our return to college, we
were whirled into the midst of busy plans for the

hopesand thrills of Senior year ahead.

Sykes Fund, under the able direction of Margaret

"Oh, we're the affable, sensible, capable, lovable
Seniors,"the song which had amused us for so long,

Stoecker, this year the presentation

we now attempted to master, and with it came the

Otis Skinner. The

realizationthat at last we were Seniors. Our first

Skinner's

task of Senior year was the perplexing problem of

efforts, and we turned

adjusting the length of our gowns for our official

amount to the Sykes Fund.

tremendous

performance

of Cornelia

success of Miss

more than rewarded

our

over an unusually

large

appearanceas Seniors in the first chapel of the year.

Our minds then turned to the question of our

Then, last-minute appointments with Delar for our

Senior Proclamation, and we decided that a humor63
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mascot
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'''Y was the nigllt before Christmas"

to the

Freshmen, and the cider and doughnuts served after

serious aspect of the world about us. The enjoy-

the games were forerunners of the fast approaching

ment of the underclassmen seemed to show that we

Hallowe 'en season, with the Service League party

had succeeded in our purpose. The highligh t of the

which we felt had become a tradition, even after

proclamation came at the point when we renounced

the short span of one year. The social whirl

our youth and watched our remnants being carried

tinued when all Seniors were invited to the annual

down the central aisle of the Auditorium

Fall Coffee of the Athletic

ous one would furnish a pleasing contrast

by digni-

COI1-

Association, and we

fied pall bearers garbed in the sombre black of caps

were given an opportunity to praise our moreath-

and gowns, to the strains of the funeral march.

letic members who had been active on fall teams.

We settled down to the routine of classes for our

Class affairs were soon progressing

smoothly under

last year and found that the three extra hours a

the direction of

week, resulting from the unexpected

Virginia Chope; Vice-President, Gene Mercer;

but greatly

OUf

Senior year officers: President,

hoped for exemption from gym, came in very handy.

Secretary, Priscilla Duxbury;

With this and our new freedom of unlimited nights,

Kerr; Chairman of Entertainment,

we felt that we could take even the most serious of

Athletic

our Senior problems with a smile.

Treasurer, Margaret
Marian Turner;

Association Representative,

Lois Vander-

bilt; Song Leader, Helen Jones; Assistant Song

Early in the fall we gave a Bingo party for the

Leader, Mary Hall; Cheer Leader, Jane Kennedy.
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Unbelievably soon it was Thanksgiving

time

class, where we enjoyed ourselves amid the ultra;

again,with the same repeated Franksgiving problem.

modern blue and silver settings.

Outstanding in the fall season as we reviewed it

After our return for the intervening three weeks

was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the college, in

until Christmas, the more dramatic members of our

which we were proud to playa part; the first Com"

class took the lead in the Wig and Candle perform;

munity Chest drive on campus, which proved so

ance of "R. U. R," and immediately following this

highlysuccessful that its continuation was decided

successful and unique production, the Auditorium

to be well worthwhile. Then came the long-anne-

once again became the center of busy plans for the

pated privilege of attending the other class dances

Christmas Pageant, this year under the direction of

freeof charge, this time, the Soph Hop of our sister

our own Senior Art majors, headed by Elizabeth
Burford.
All during these busy days, in the background of
our various pre-vacation activities, were always the
strains

of Tommy

Dorsey's

"I'Il

Never

Smile

Again," and Artie Shaw's "Frenesi," as well as his
revival of "Gloomy Sunday."
During the week before vacation preparations for
the pageant became the dominant factor, filling
nights and days, and when the curtains drew back
to reveal a replica of the window in the Cathedral
of Chartres, we felt well repaid for all our efforts.
Eleanor Reisinger's interpretation

of the Madonna

was most effective, and we marvelled at the majestic

If you were one and twenty

Four yr.ar~ dlld ~tdl lal/ghlllS
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-year in view of the approaching Generals. In spite
of this seeming increase in importance, we managed
to retain a saner outlook on them than in previous
years and our marks showed that this attitude might
well have been adopted three years earlier.
The approaching graduation was even then impressed on our minds by the fabulous pile of personnel literature to be filled out and tabulated. On the
less practical side, we developed musical interests
earlier this year than ever before, as manifested by
the new Tucitcennoc

organization, under the lead,

,

ership of Helen Jones, and our unique record making
scheme.
Commencement

committee

chairmen were an'

nounced by Ruth DeYoe, General Chairman, at the
first class meeting of the second semester, and from
then on, commencement week-end became a fast'
approaching

reality, and our eagerness to get out

into the world on our own was in great part counteracted by our regrets at the thought of leaving so
many familiar scenes and faces.
We stood shivering in the cold February weather
as ground was broken for the new additions to the
Up a tree

"SIUlY, now"

Palmer Library, and reflected on the great changes

Poor old seniors

in the campus since our first arrival here in the fall
of '37.

and statuesque figures of our six classmates in Janet
Kitty

We felt a little on the outside this year as basket-

Bard, Betty Kohr, and Betty Holmes. Then off to

ball games again set the Mascot Hunt in motion, but

the hockey

our various plans for Commencement, we found,

Fletcher,

Louise Stevenson, Lee Harrison,

field steps to give a june-in-january

Moonlight Sing for the sole benefit of the year-book

filled our spare time. We began to count the days

photographer

until spring vacation, when we could return in our

r

Our last Christmas vacation from college whizzed

own cars and the eagerness with which we looked

by even more quickly than in previous years, it

forward

seemed, and then we were back, exclaiming over

worries over the impending Generals.

newly acquired engagement rings in our midst, and,

Shortly

to this, helped to relieve our increasing

after we were back, we officially wei,

on the more serious side, dating our notes 1941, and

corned spring with the traditional Senior May Day

realizing that Mid-Years meant even more to us this

serenade from the Library steps, and our caps and
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gowns assumed a festive appearance when we don-

we joined the rest of the school in the peanut throw-

ned the corsages sent us by our Sophomore sisters.

ing. Iphegenia was solemnly presented to the Junior

We also turned out with renewed vigor at Moon-

class, and we wandered reluctantly

light Sings and it was on such occasions that we felt

dorms to dress in our caps and gowns for our last

most our growing sadness at the thought of leaving

Moonlight Sing. With the singing of the farewell

Connecticut.

song, we presented the steps and candles to the

back to our

Juniors and felt the first step towards leaving Connecticut had been taken. We were to experience

Party-party

Much to our relief, the General exams proved

days

"Melle-dreme-"

not half so fatal as we had expected, and we spent
a carefree week-end when they were over, some of
us relaxing on the sands at Ocean Beach, others of
us putting added mileage on our cars.
For the fourth and last time, we lowered our left
foot on love and silently blessed those many extra
rehearsals we had had for our record. The eventful
day arrived and arrayed in white, we sang our best
and trooped over to the gym to watch our more ingenious classmates partake in the melodrama, while
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this same feeling many times in the few remaining
weeks, however, as we were caught up in the dizzy
whirl of the final activities.
Our last Finals over, we reviewed the past and
anticipated the future at our Senior Banquet, had
all of Knowlton to ourselves at our Senior Prom,
enjoyed the Class Day activities in the Arboretum,
and sang for the last time as a class that night on the
steps of the Library. Baccalaureate and the garden
party, and then Commencement followed each other
in quick succession, and suddenly we found our"
selvesfacing the realization that we were alumnae,
never again to take part actively in campus affairs.
And so our four wonderful years at Connecticut
"Have a siP"

were over and we realized that never, even though
we might come back for reunions, would we feel

'The years have gone so sweetly here,

quite the same towards our collegeon the hill. With

We never shall forget,

the strains of the farewell song ringing in our ears,

The many things that made them so,

we take our leave.

They're you, Connecticut."

________________
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